**Title:** METHOD FOR DETERMINING DESIGN PARAMETERS

A method of determining parameters for the design of ground equipment for satellite link systems using duplex links is disclosed. The method has particular application to determining transponder power requirements and antenna size. The method comprises selecting required availability of the satellite system and ground sites for the equipment and determining site degradation parameters for the ground sites. A range where no uplink power control is required is also determined and a point of minimum transponder power is determined to enable the parameters to be selected.
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING DESIGN PARAMETERS

This invention relates to a method of determining parameters for the design of ground equipment for satellite link systems utilising duplex links.

Typical satellite link systems for duplex links include at least two ground stations and an orbiting satellite. The ground stations transmit and receive signals to and from one another via the satellite. Typical satellite link designs for duplex links implement a duplex link as two separate simplex links. When signals are transmitted in the higher bands, for example, the Ku or Ka band (11 to 14 GHz) the signals can be affected by rain and therefore this must be taken into account when designing satellite link systems. A location in which this factor must be considered in designing satellite link systems is in tropical regions where heavy rain can be expected in some parts of the year. The invention also has application in semi and non tropical regions as well.

In order to ensure that the system will be available for use in such environments systems are normally designed to operate or to be available a specific proportion of time, say 99.5% of the time. Availability 99.5% of the time is acceptable to commercial users utilising the satellite link system for communication purposes such as telephone communication and other types of communication. Thus, the need to ensure that the system is available 99.5% of the time means that the ability to transmit when rain is present at one or both of the ground stations must be taken into account when designing the ground equipment and in particular transmitter power requirements and antenna size. Minimisation of transmitter power requirements and also
antenna size is most desirable and represents significant cost saving in both production of the ground site and also use of the equipment at the ground site during operation of the system.

Conventional systems employ a facility known as uplink power control to increase availability by reducing the effect of rain fading on uplink signals transmitted from the ground station to the satellite. Uplink power control basically alters the output power of the transmitter at the ground station during rainy conditions to maintain the intensity of the signal received by the satellite at a constant level. Thus, in clear conditions power output of the transmitter is reduced but in rainy conditions the uplink power control increases transmitter power so that the uplink signals penetrate the precipitation and a signal arrives at the satellite which is generally equal to that which is provided in clear conditions.

For many duplex links designed in this way the uplink power control at a particular site maintains uplink availability long after the downlink (that is the signal transmitted from the satellite to the ground equipment) into the same site has failed. This effect is particularly true for connections which are downlink power limited, even to the extent that the uplink power control serves no purpose.

The basic problem is that calculating a duplex link as two simplex links in opposite directions ignores a fundamental principle of probability and results in the designs being optimistic in their availability claim. For example, assume a "duplex" circuit between two earth stations, X and Y, has four component links:

- Link A - Uplink from X to Satellite.
Link B - Downlink from Satellite to Y.
Link C - Uplink from Y to Satellite.
Link D - Downlink from Satellite to X.

If any one of the component links becomes unavailable the entire duplex circuit is unavailable.

The conventional method of designing such an end to end "duplex" link or circuit is to decide the required availability, e.g. 99.5%. Given this target Link A could be engineered to give 99.8% availability and Link B to give 99.7%. Conventional calculations then give an end to end link availability of 99.5%. This is correct for the simplex path between X and Y. To complete the conventional "duplex" link the procedure is repeated between Y and X. For example Link C could be engineered for 99.9% availability and Link D for 99.6%. Again conventional calculations give the end to end availability of 99.5%.

Unfortunately the conventional method ignores the fact that component Links A and D have dependent availability, and the same is true of Links B and C. The basis of this dependency is that rain at Station X affects Links A and D (likewise at Y it affects Links B and C). In C Band, being far less vulnerable to rain, this has insignificant effects. However in the higher bands, X Band and above, the effects or rain attenuation are significant. Re-analysing the above example as a true duplex circuit reveals that the actual end to end availability is 99.3%.

The object of this invention is to provide a method for determining parameters for ground equipment (in particular, but not exclusively, for transmitter power requirement and antenna size), which can minimise capital and operational
cost of an earth station.

Surprisingly, we have found by use of the method according to this invention that uplink power control facility can, in most cases, be completely done away with and in other cases can be reduced to a minimum while still obtaining the required availability of the satellite link system.

The invention may be said to reside in a method of determining parameters for the design of ground equipment for a satellite link system utilising duplex links comprising:

selecting a required availability of the satellite system;

choosing ground sites for ground equipment;

determining site degradation parameters for the ground sites;

determining a range where no uplink power control is required; and

determining a point of minimum transponder power;

such that parameters of the ground equipment required to transmit the duplex signal can be selected for the design of the ground equipment.

Thus, according to the invention it is possible to minimise the design of ground equipment so that minimum transponder power and minimum antenna size, for example, can be utilised while still obtaining the required availability of the system. Thus, the cost of the ground site installations is reduced as is the cost of operating those sites.

Preferably the method also includes the steps of checking that the minimum transponder power falls within the non-
uplink power control region and if so selecting parameters for the design of the ground equipment which do not require uplink power control facility.

In other embodiments if the minimum transponder power requirement does fall within the uplink power control region a minimum amount of uplink power control can be utilised to provide the required availability or an increase in minimum transponder power can be utilised.

In one embodiment of the invention where the point of minimum transponder power does not fall in a range where no uplink power control is required, the method includes a technique of iteration whereby new earth station parameters are selected until a point of minimum transponder power for those parameters is determined which falls within the range where no uplink power control is required.

Preferably the step of determining the range where no uplink power control is required comprises the steps of:

determining a first uplink rain attenuation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at a first ground site;

determining a second uplink rain attenuation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at a second ground site;

determining a first downlink rain degradation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at the first ground site;

determining a second downlink rain degradation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for
which this rain degradation is exceeded at the second site.

calculating the first and second uplink rain
attenuation functions and calculating the first and second
downlink rain degradation functions against outage time for
the first and second sites with the second uplink
attenuation function and second downlink degradation
function having their Y axes drawn at a predetermined
outage time of the first uplink attenuation function and
first downlink degradation function and with the X scale
inverted so that the predetermined outage time of the
second uplink attenuation function and second downlink
degradation function occur at zero availability for the
first uplink attenuation function and first downlink
degradation function;

and determining where the first uplink rain attenuation
function intersects the second downlink rain degradation
function to define a first point and determining where the
second uplink rain attenuation function intersects the
first downlink rain degradation function to define a second
point;

uplink power control being required at the first site
if the outage time at the first site is less than that at
the first point and uplink power control is not required at
the second site if the outage time allocated at the first
site is less than that of the second point;

if the first point occurs at an outage time at the first
site which is less than the outage time at the first site
for the second point then uplink power control is not
needed at either site for outage times at the first site
between the two points; and

if the first point occurs at an outage time at the
first site which is greater than the outage time at the
first site for the second point then uplink power control
is needed at both sites for outage times at the first site
between the two points.

Preferably the system operates in any band subject to rain attenuation.

The step of determining the functions should be understood to mean either making a physical graph or merely solving the functions mathematically by computer or otherwise to obtain the first and second points.

The preferred embodiment of the invention will be described in more detail, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a graph showing attenuation/degradation probability curves;

Figure 2 is a graph showing joint probability curves.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention the following variable functions are used and defined hereunder.

\[ f_{ru1}(x_1) = \text{Uplink Rain Attenuation Function relating Rain Degradation to the percentage of time for which this Rain Degradation is exceeded at site A in Decibels}. \]

\[ f_{ru2}(x_2) = \text{Uplink Rain Attenuation Function relating Rain Degradation to the percentage of time for which this Rain Degradation is exceeded at site B in Decibels}. \]

\[ f_{rd1}(x_1) = \text{Downlink Rain Degradation Function relating Rain Degradation to the percentage of time for which this Rain Degradation is exceeded at site A in Decibels}. \]
\[ f_{rd2}(x_2) = \text{Downlink Rain Degradation Function relating Rain} \]
\[ \text{Degradation to the percentage of time for which this Rain} \]
\[ \text{Degradation is exceeded at site B in Decibels.} \]
\[ x_1 = \text{Percentage of downtime at site A (rain} \]
\[ \text{degradation limit exceeded).} \]
\[ x_2 = \text{Percentage of downtime at site B (rain} \]
\[ \text{degradation limit exceeded).} \]
\[ TPD(x) = \text{Relative Transponder Power as a function of rain} \]
\[ \text{degradation time for carriers dimensioned for} \]
\[ \text{downlink requirements for a duplex circuit in dBr.} \]
\[ DT = \text{Total percentage of downtime for which a duplex} \]
\[ \text{link is designed.} \]
\[ S_A = \text{Site advantage of site A (the total effect of G/T} \]
\[ \text{difference and satellite EIRP difference for that} \]
\[ \text{site). If the site has a total receive advantage} \]
\[ \text{then this figure is positive, if not the figure} \]
\[ \text{is negative.} \]

If \( x_1 \) represents the percentage of time for which a duplex circuit is degraded at site A, \( x_2 \) represents the percentage of time for which a circuit is degraded at site B and \( y \) represents the percentage of time for which either circuit (and therefore a duplex link) is degraded then the following relationship applies:

\[ 1-y = (1-x_1)(1-x_2) \]

This can be expanded as follows:
1 - y = 1 - x1 - x2 + x1x2

Which reduces to:

\[ y = x1 + x2 - x1x2 \]

If \( x1 \) and \( x2 \) are very small then the term \( x1x2 \) approaches zero and;

\[ y = x1 + x2 \]

is a good approximation;

Therefore it can be stated that;

\[ DT = x1 + x2 \]

And;

\[ x2 = DT - x1. \]

For example if a required availability of 99.5% is selected then downtime equals 0.5%. Uplink frequencies of approximately 14.25 GHz are selected. Site A and site B are known by their latitude and longitude and site degradation parameters (that is rainfall data) for those sites is obtained from data banks, CCIR Rain Model or other more improved data. Furthermore, an initial transponder power requirement is assumed and, for example, both site A and site B transponders might require ten watt transmitters. The downlink rain degradation functions can be expressed as follows:

\[ f_{rd1}(x1) = f_{rd1}(DT - x2) \]
\[ f_{rd2}(x2) = f_{rd2}(DT - x1) \]

For carriers dimensioned for a fully downlink rain degradation limited situation the relative transponder power is given by:

\[ TPD(x1) = 10 \log \left[ 10^{\left( \frac{f_{rd1}(x1) - 0.41}{10} \right)} + 10^{\left( \frac{f_{rd2}(DT - x1)}{10} \right)} \right] \]
The site A downtime \( x_1 \) for which the transponder power is minimum is found by solving:

\[
TPD'(x_1) = 0;
\]

As both degradation functions are usually determined empirically it is extremely difficult to solve equation 4 above. However, a solution can be found using conventional numerical computing methods. This method can be applied graphically. The functions \( f_{rd1}(x_1) \) and \( f_{rd2}(DT-x_1) \) are plotted on the same axes together with \( f_{ru1}(x_1) \), \( f_{ru2}(DT-x_1) \) and \( TPD(x_1) \). From this it is possible to determine the two carrier sizes necessary at any site downlink rain degradation combination which gives the required duplex link availability. It is also possible to determine whether or not the level of a particular carrier is sufficient for the uplink attenuation expected at the transmitting site. If the uplink is insufficient, uplink power control will be needed at the uplinking site. From the relative transponder power curve it is possible to determine the site outage times at which the transponder power is minimum, and the excess transponder power needed for any other operating point.

To determine the downlink degradation function it is necessary to sum the effects downlink attenuation and the noise temperature degradation which results from the elevated temperature of the attenuating rain. The noise temperature degradation effect is dependant on the receive system noise temperature as well as the levels of uplink and transponder intermodulation noise.

With reference to Figure 1 which shows typical downlink and uplink attenuation functions as well as the downlink
degradation function. This is for a typical Ku band
downlink limited link where the rain derived received noise
temperature results in the downlink degradation exceeding
the uplink attenuation at the same site. The downlink
attenuation is lower because the attenuation at 12 GHz is
lower than the attenuation at 14 GHz.

Figure 2 shows two sets of downlink degradation and uplink
attenuation curves, the first of which is as for figure 1.
The second curve has its Y axis drawn at the 0.5% outage
time of the original graph and the X scale is inverted so
that for the two right hand curves, 0.5% availability
occurs at 0 availability for the first curve. An
availability of 99.5% is used in this example but the
method is applicable to any availability level.

With reference to figure 2, two important points can be
observed. Firstly, the point at which the transponder
power is minimised (point A) and secondly, the point at
which the two receive degradation lines cross (point D).
The latter point is the point at which the rain fade margin
for both carriers would need to be equal. Also, another
important feature of the transponder power curve is that it
is extremely flat with very little increase in transponder
power on either side of the minimum point. This power
curve example is for two sites having equal site
performance, if one site has an advantage this power curve
is skewed to one side. It is interesting to note from this
example that if the point of equal downlink rain
degradation is chosen as the operating point, the station
having the more favourable weather conditions would be
operating with a higher path availability (in this case
99.865%) whilst the station experiencing bad weather
conditions would have only 99.635% link availability.
At this operating point, the transponder utilisation is only marginally more than for the minimum point of the transponder power.

The graph of figure 2 enables a range to be determined where no uplink power control is required and that range is between the points B and C in figure 2. In the examples shown the point of minimum transponder power falls within that range and therefore selected parameters relating to the design of the ground equipment such as transponder power requirement and antenna size can be selected to be a minimum in order to provide the availability which is required and therefore the cost of installing the ground site and also operation of the ground site can be minimised.

It should be noted that in figure 2 the shaded area represents regions where uplink power control would be required in order to provide the desired availability of the system and conventional methods for determining the parameters of designs result in uplink power control facilities being required in order to provide the required availability of the system. Thus, the preferred embodiment of the invention provides a method whereby in many cases it will be possible to design installations which do not require uplink power control and which therefore are of reduced installation cost and also reduced operational cost.

The effect of moving the transponder operating point away from point D shown in figure 2 will now be described. Firstly if an operating point is chosen for line Z, station A must transmit a very large signal illustrated by point E
to cover the rain attenuation expected at site B. This signal being uplinked from site A would only experience attenuation as shown at point F, therefore this carrier being uplinked from station A to a station at site B would not require uplink power control to operate. However, the return circuit (the signal transmitted from station at site B to the station at site A) would need to transmit a carrier at the level illustrated at point G. This signal being uplinked from site A would experience more attenuation than the degradation of its downlink. It would therefore be necessary for uplink power control to be provided at site A to ensure that the required performance is achieved.

The amount of the uplink power control needed to achieve this is the amount illustrated by the difference in the attenuation at points G and H (in this case 8dB). The amount of transponder power needed to support this operating point is actually 3.0dB higher than the minimum possible (Point A).

Thus should the point of minimum transponder power fall in the region where uplink power control is required design parameters can be selected to result in the minimum amount of uplink power control being incorporated in the system or an increase in the transponder power could be selected so as to bring the point A back into the region where no uplink power control is required.

The next important point to observe is the point which is intersected by line X. At this point the downlink required in to site A suffers the same attenuation as it associated uplink being transmitted from site B. This circuit therefore does not need uplink power control as both the
uplink and associated downlink would fade at the same time. It is also important to note that the signal transmitted from site A to site B would experience more downlink attenuation than uplink attenuation, and therefore this carrier would also not need uplink power control to operate at this point.

The same conditions as illustrated for lines X and Z occur to the left of the equal downlink fade degradation point as on the right. It is therefore important to note that for lines between points B and C, no uplink power control is required to achieve operation. It is also important to note that the minimum transponder power usually falls between points B and C. This means that there is no advantage in the use of uplink power control as it does not reduce the transponder power requirement. When an uplink power control advantage is indicated, it is usually very small, less than 0.5dB.

For simplex circuits, much larger uplink power control advantages could be obtained because the transmitting site has no receive responsibility. For a duplex circuit, the advantage of the uplink power control is not realised because the duplex availability at the transmit site is limited by the availability of the downlink at the same site.

At a point, such as that illustrated by Point A, the complementary site downlink availabilities are Site B - 99.655% (Point J) and Site A - 99.845% (Point L). The Site A uplink power margin required to offset the fade is 12.5dB with the result that Site A’s uplink availability is 99.915% (Point M). Similarly the Site B uplink power margin required to overcome the fade margin is 11.5dB which
gives Site B an uplink availability of 99.745% (Point K).

The preferred embodiment in terms of a mathematical description of the method can be described using the same variable functions as defined herein.

The mathematical solution is as follows:
1. Solve \( TPD'(x_1) = 0 \) to obtain \( x_{1m} \) which is minimum Transponder power point.
2. Solve \( f_{ru1}(x_1) = f_{rd2}(x_2) \) to obtain \( x_{1L} \) which is lower limit of non uplink power control.
3. Solve \( f_{rd1}(x_1) = f_{ru2}(x_2) \) to obtain \( x_{1u} \) which is upper limit of non uplink power control.
4. If \( x_{1L} \leq x_{1m} \leq x_{1u} \) is true, then configure links using \( x_{1m} \) as the operating point.
5. If \( x_{1L} > x_{1m} \), then configure links using \( x_{1L} \) as the operating point.
6. If \( x_{1u} < x_{1m} \), then configure links using \( x_{1u} \) as the operating point.
7. If condition in 5 or 6 exist, then antenna gains can be increased at either end. The cost of this increased gain would then be compared to the cost of using the additional transponder power that 5 or 6 require to find the most cost effective solution.
8. If \( X_{1u} \leq X_{1L} \) then configure links using \( X_{1m} \) as the operating point. Use the difference between \( f_{rd1}(x_1) \) and \( f_{ru3}(x_2) \) to determine the amount of uplink power control required at site 1 and likewise the difference between \( f_{ru1}(x_1) \) and \( f_{rd2}(x_2) \) to determine the amount of uplink power control at site 2. If the amount of required uplink power control required is small, it may be cheaper to use more transponder power or improve the antenna gains at either or both of the sites, thereby producing within the method a range of operating points.
where no uplink power control is required, as above.

Advantages of the preferred embodiment of the invention are as follows:

(a) the best possible use is made of the statistical rainfall data to dimension carriers for duplex links;
(b) the carrier sizes allocated are more uniform across the transponder, meaning that smaller carriers suffer less gain compression, and are less subject to adjacent carrier interference;
(c) no carriers with very small margins are allocated. Such small carriers are more prone to losses in continuity which may result from small degradations in earth station performance such as could be caused by obstructions falling on the antenna, insects building their nest in the antenna feed or similar events;
(d) the clear sky operating bit error rates are optimised, if one of the carriers is much smaller than the other. The bit error rate on that carrier would be very high while the other would achieve a much lower bit error rate. For this design the bit error rate is optimised for both halves of the link;
(e) the availabilities of the two circuits in a duplex link have maximum overlap; and
(f) the identification of the true value of Uplink Power Control enables the design to minimise the capital cost of ground equipment by avoiding the use of UPC when no significant advantage arises from its use; and
(g) transponder power utilisation is minimised.

The most important result of this rain fade allocation is the observation that uplink power control for duplex circuits is of such little use as to represent no economic or other advantage, for earth stations which are downlink
thermal noise limited having similar site advantages. The method can be used to optimise circuits with intermodulation or uplink noise limitations; or large differences in site performance, but in these cases, it may be necessary to employ UPC in order to minimise transponder utilisation. Since modifications within the spirit and scope of the invention may readily be effected by persons skilled within the art, it is to be understood that this invention is not limited to the particular embodiment described by way of example hereinabove.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method of determining parameters for the design of ground equipment for a satellite link system utilising duplex links comprising:
   selecting a required availability of the satellite system;
   choosing at least first and second ground sites for ground equipment;
   determining site degradation parameters for the ground sites;
   determining a range where no uplink power control is required; and
   determining a point of minimum transponder power;
   such that parameters of the ground equipment required to transmit the duplex signal can be selected for the design of the ground equipment.

2. The method of claim 1, including the steps of checking that the minimum transponder power falls within the non-uplink power control region and if so selecting parameters for the design of the ground equipment which do not require uplink power control facility.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein if the minimum transponder power requirement does fall within the uplink power control region a minimum amount of uplink power control can be utilised to provide the required availability or an increase in minimum transponder power can be utilised.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein if the point of minimum transponder power does not fall in a range where no uplink power control is required, the method includes a technique
of iteration whereby new site degradation parameters are selected until a point of minimum transponder power for those parameters is determined which falls within the range where no uplink power control is required.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining the range where no uplink power control is required comprises the steps of:

- determining a first uplink rain attenuation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at a first ground site;

- determining a second uplink rain attenuation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at a second ground site;

- determining a first downlink rain degradation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at the first ground site;

- determining a second downlink rain degradation function relating rain degradation to the percentage of time for which this rain degradation is exceeded at the second site;

- calculating the first and second uplink rain attenuation functions and calculating the first and second downlink rain degradation functions against outage time for the first and second sites with the second uplink attenuation function and second downlink degradation function having their Y axes drawn at a predetermined outage time of the first uplink attenuation function and first downlink degradation function and with the X scale inverted so that the predetermined outage time of the second uplink attenuation function and second downlink degradation function occur at zero availability for the
first uplink attenuation function and first downlink degradation function;

and determining where the first uplink rain attenuation function intersects the second downlink rain degradation functions to define a first point and determining where the second uplink rain attenuation function intersects the first downlink rain degradation function to define a second point;

uplink power control being required at the first site

if the outage time at the first site is less than that at the first point and uplink power control is not required at the second site if the outage time allocated at the first site is less than that of the second point;

if the first point occurs at an outage time at the first site which is less than the outage time at the first site for the second point then uplink power control is not needed at either site for outage times at the first site between the two points; and

if the first point occurs at an outage time at the first site which is greater than the outage time at the first site for the second point then uplink power control is needed at both sites for outage times at the first site between the two points.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the system operates in any band subject to rain attenuation.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the rate where no uplink power control is required is calculated as follows:

a. solve $TPD'(x1)=0$ to obtain $x_{im}$ which is minimum Transponder power point,

b. solve $f_{ru1}(x1)=f_{rd2}(x2)$ to obtain $x_{il}$ which is lower limit of non uplink power control,

c. solve $f_{rd1}(x1)=f_{ru2}(x2)$ to obtain $x_{iu}$ which is upper
limit of non uplink power control,
d. if \( x_{1L} \leq x_{1m} \leq x_{1u} \) is true, then configure links using \( x_{1m} \) as the operating point,
e. if \( x_{1L} > x_{1m} \), then configured links using \( x_{1L} \) as the operating point,
f. if \( x_{1u} < x_{1m} \), then configure links using \( x_{1u} \) as the operating point,
g. if condition in e or f exist, then antenna gains can be increased at either end,
h. if \( x_{1u} \leq X_{1L} \) then configure links using \( X_{1m} \) as the operating point and use the difference between \( f_{rd1}(x1) \) and \( f_{ru2}(x2) \) to determine the amount of uplink power control required at the first site and likewise the difference between \( f_{ru1}(x1) \) and \( f_{rd2}(x2) \) to determine the amount of uplink power control at the second site.
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